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Abstract.  We have recently developed a new class IV charge model for calculating partial atomic 

charges in molecules.  The new model, called Charge Model 3 (CM3), was parameterized for 

calculations on molecules containing H, Li, C, N, O, F, Si, S, P, Cl, and Br by Hartree-Fock theory and 

by hybrid density functional theory (HDFT) based on the modified Perdew-Wang density functional 

with several basis sets.  In the present article, we extend CM3 for calculating partial atomic charges by 

Hartree-Fock theory with the economical but well balanced MIDI! basis set.  Then, using a test set of 

accurate dipole moments for molecules containing nitramine functional groups (which include many 

high-energy materials), we demonstrate the utility of several parameters designed to improve the charges 

in molecules containing both N and O atoms.  We also show that one of our most recently developed 

CM3 models that is designed for use with wave functions calculated at the mPWXPW91/MIDI! level of 

theory (where X denotes a variable percentage of Hartree-Fock exchange) gives accurate charge 
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distributions in nitramines without additional parameters for N and O.  To demonstrate the reliability of 

partial atomic charges calculated with CM3, we use these atomic charges to calculate polarization free 

energies for several nitramines, including the commonly used explosives 1,3,5-trinitro-s-triazine (RDX) 

and 2,4,6,8,10,12-hexanitrohexaazaisowurtzitane (HNIW), in nitromethane.  These polarization energies 

are large and negative, indicating that electrostatic interactions between the charge distribution of the 

molecule and the solvent make a large contribution to the free energy of solvation of nitramines.  By 

extension, the same conclusion should apply to solid-state condensation.  Also, in contrast to some other 

charge models, CM3 yields atomic charges that are relatively insensitive to the presence of buried atoms 

and small conformational changes in the molecule, as well as to the level of treatment of electron 

correlation.  This type of charge model should be useful in the future development of solvation models 

and force fields designed to estimate intramolecular interactions of nitramines in the condensed phase. 

 

1  Introduction 

Unlike many other electronic properties that can be extracted from a quantum mechanical wave 

function, such as electron density, permanent electrical moments, or the molecular electrostatic 

potential, the partial atomic charge on an atom in a molecule is not a quantum mechanical observable.  

As a result, the rules for determining partial atomic charges, which involves assigning quantitative 

values to the amount of electron density belonging to each atom in a molecule, are ambiguous, and 

many different methods have been developed and evaluated for accomplishing this [1-79].  We have 

assigned [73] these various methods to four broad categories, or classes.  Class I includes all methods 

for which partial atomic charges can, in principle, be determined without first calculating a quantum 

mechanical wave function for the given molecule.  Examples include assigning partial atomic charges 

based on X-ray diffraction data [3], IR stretching frequencies [2,4-8], or, for the case of a diatomic 

molecule, calculating them directly by dividing the dipole moment by the bond length.  Some class I 

charge models have been proposed that use only the molecular topology of the given molecule to assign 
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its partial atomic charges [11-14], while other class I charge models [15-30] assign partial atomic 

charges based on the concept of electronegativity equalization [80,81].  Class II includes methods that 

use a population analysis of a molecular wave function to assign charges, and include Mulliken [31-33], 

Löwdin [34], and natural [47] population analyses, as well as Bader’s “atoms in molecules” (AIM) 

method [49].  Another class II charge model, called redistributed Löwdin population analysis [35] 

(RLPA), is designed to alleviate some of the sensitivity to the inclusion of diffuse functions when 

calculating partial atomic charges from a Löwdin population analysis.  Class III charge models include 

those methods that assign partial atomic charges by a fit to a wave-function-dependent physical 

observable.  Models that assign partial atomic charges from a least-squares fit to the electrostatic 

potential calculated at a number of points around the molecule of interest, such as ChElP [60], ChElPG 

[65], and the Merz-Singh-Kollman scheme [60,66], are examples of class III charge models.  Class IV 

charge models, which include charge model 1 (CM1) [73] and CM2 [74,75], differ from class III charge 

models in that they map partial atomic charges obtained from some other charge-assigning scheme in 

order to reproduce experimental or converged theoretical charge-dependent observables.  

One of the major motivations behind the development of class IV charge models by our group [73-

79] was to remedy two major deficiencies of class III models.  First, the partial atomic charges obtained 

from class III charge models are necessarily dependent on the quality of the wave function used to 

calculate the physical observable against which the partial atomic charges are fit.  In many cases, such as 

for large molecules or for large libraries of molecules, this approach is not practical, since it is often the 

case that high-level wave functions are required in order to deliver relatively accurate physical 

observables.  Second, for many class III charge models, some partial atomic charges in a given molecule 

are less well-determined than others (i.e. large fluctuations in the values of some charges may have only 

a small effect on the error function against which the atomic charges are fit).  As a result of this second 

deficiency, class III charge models can in some cases deliver partial atomic charges that are less 
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transferable than those calculated with other models and that also depend too strongly on the 

conformation of the molecule.   

Recently, several molecular mechanics force fields that use partial atomic charges as quantum 

chemical descriptors have been developed in order to model the solid-state properties of various 

molecules containing nitramine functionality.  For example, Sorescu and coworkers have used partial 

atomic charges obtained from the ChElPG fitting procedure to investigate the solid-state properties of 

several commonly used explosives, including 1,3,5-trinitro-s-triazine (RDX) [82], 2,4,6,8,10,12-

hexanitrohexaazaisowurtzitane (HNIW) [83], and 1,3,5,7-tetranitro-1,3,5,7-tetraazacyclooctane (HMX) 

[84] in the solid phase, as well as a variety of other molecules containing nitro-group functionality 

[85,86].  Smith and coworkers have developed a similar type of force field for dimethylnitramine 

(DMNA) in the solid phase; these workers used partial atomic charges that were obtained from a 

modified electrostatic fitting procedure subject to the additional constraint that the partial atomic charges 

of equivalent atoms remain equal during the fit [87].  The charge model used by these workers is similar 

in spirit to Bayly et al.’s restrained electrostatic potential (RESP) charge fitting scheme [71], in which 

hyperbolic penalty functions are associated with each atom during the electrostatic fitting procedure.  

Recently, we developed a new class IV charge model called charge model 3 (CM3) [77].  This new 

model has several advantages compared to the models developed earlier within our group [73-76].  First, 

the functional form is less sensitive to unphysical fluctuations (when one changes the basis set or level 

of treatment of electron correlation) in calculated bond orders.  Second, the model is based on RLPA 

charges, which [35] are more suitable for use with diffuse basis functions.  This is important because the 

use of diffuse basis functions is often required for accurate calculations of conformational energies and 

barrier heights [88].  Third, the CM3 model is based on a larger and more diverse training set than used 

for previous models.  Fourth, it includes an additional term that improves the charges on N and O when 

these atoms are in the same molecule.   
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We report in this article a new set of parameters that, when combined with wave functions 

calculated at the HF/MIDI! [89-91] level of theory, yield accurate partial atomic charges for molecules 

containing H, Li, C, N, O, F, Si, S, P, Cl, and Br, as judged by comparison of point-charge-derived 

molecular dipole moments to accurate values.  We also show that this model, along with a previously 

developed CM3 model [76] that is based on wave functions calculated at the mPW1PW91/MIDI! level 

of theory, where mPW1PW91 is the hybrid density functional of Adamo and Barone [92], and the “1” 

denotes 25% Hartree-Fock exchange, can both be used to obtain accurate partial atomic charges for 

nitramines in the gas phase.  Specifically, we show that the partial atomic charges for a test set of 

molecules containing nitramine functionality are invariant to the level of treatment of electron 

correlation relative to those atomic charges calculated using several other charge models.  In addition, 

we also show that the partial atomic charges obtained with class IV charge models are less conformation 

dependent and are far more consistent for atoms sharing similar local molecular environments than are 

those partial atomic charges obtained using the ChElPG fitting procedure (a class III model).  The 

models presented in this work, which are designed to use economical wave functions to give reliable 

partial atomic charges for molecules, should be useful in future force fields designed to investigate the 

solid-state properties and solubility of high-energy materials.   

 

2  Background 

2.1.  Charge Model 3 (CM3) 

 In our previous development of the CM2 and CM3 models [74-79], the charge, qk, on an atom k 

was defined to be  
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where the summation goes over all atoms in the molecule, 0
kq  is the partial atomic charge from either a 

Löwdin population analysis (LPA) [34,44-46] or a redistributed Löwdin population analysis (RLPA) 
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[35] of the wave function, and )( '' kkkk BT  is a quadratic function of the Mayer [93-95] bond order, 'kkB , 

between two atoms k  and 'k : 

'''' )()( '' kkkkZZZZkkkk BBCDBT kkkk +=     (2) 

where Zk is the atomic number of atom k, and CZZ′  and DZZ′ are the CM3 parameters.  Because the total 

charge remains constant, the charge transferred from 'k  to k  should be equal but opposite to the charge 

transferred from k  to 'k .  This conservation of charge is maintained by the following relations: 

ZZZZ CC '' −=        (3) 

ZZZZ DD '' −=        (4) 

 In addition to the mappings of the partial atomic charge given above, we further modify the 

partial atomic charge on N and O atoms according to  
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where ANk′ and 0
NOB  are new parameters to be optimized.  To maintain a constant total charge, an 

analogous definition is employed for the CM3 charge on oxygen (with DNO = −DON and AOk = −ANk) 

The final term in Eq. (5), which goes to zero at low bond order, to  )  (A NO'N
0
NO DB k + at some 

characteristic bond order 0
NOB , and to  NO

0
NODB for very high bond orders, was introduced in an 

earlier paper [77] in order to improve the performance of CM3 with semiempirical molecular orbital 

theory for amides.  Here, we found that including this term improved the present model for amides, 

nitrohydrocarbons, and nitramines.   
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2.2.  Basis Sets   

All partial atomic charges are based on wave functions calculated with the MIDI! basis set [89-

91].  This basis set (also called MIDIX or MIDI!5D) has d functions on all atoms (for which it is 

defined) that are heavier than H with the exception of carbon.  It is an especially economical basis set for 

calculations on large organic systems, but it was designed to give particularly accurate geometries and 

charge distributions at the Hartree-Fock level.  For some calculations in the present work, the more 

complete MG3S basis set was used.  This basis is the “modified G3 semidiffuse” basis set [88], which is 

obtained form the MG3 basis set [96] (which is identical to the G3LargeMP2 [97] basis set) by deleting 

diffuse functions on H.  We note that for all first row atoms, the MG3S basis set is identical to the older 

6-311+G(2df, 2p) basis [98,99].  Both MIDI! and MG3S are used with spherical harmonic polarization 

functions.  We also augmented the MG3S basis set described above with additional diffuse functions of 

s, p, d, and f symmetry on O atoms and used it to calculate density dipole moments for a test set of 

molecules containing nitro groups.  These diffuse functions are the same as those used for the 

aug-cc-pVTZ basis set [100].  We will refer to this augmented basis set as MG3S(+O). 

 

2.3.  Theoretical Dipole Moments 

 Dipole moments obtained from the full electron density are called density dipole moments to 

distinguish them from dipole moments calculated from partial atomic charges. All density dipole 

moments used in the training set described below were obtained as one-electron expectation values of 

the full electron density from single-point mPW1PW91/MG3S calculations.  

 

2.4.  CM3 Training Set 

The training set used here contains 397 dipole moments for 389 molecules containing H, C, N, 

O, F, Si, P, S, Cl, and/or Br, plus the two nonpolar molecules benzene and ethylene, which are used for 

obtaining the C−H parameter as explained below.  This training set is a subset of the previously 
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described CM3 training set [76,77], which contains 398 dipole moments for 390 molecules, along with 

ethylene and benzene.  The experimental dipole moment for dimethylnitramine (DMNA) was removed 

from the previous training set because the gas-phase geometry of DMNA is a largely unresolved issue.  

In particular, gas-phase electron diffraction data [101], x-ray diffraction data [102], and some previous 

ab initio calculations that use 6-31G or smaller basis sets [103-109] all point toward a lowest-energy 

structure that is planar (C2v point group), whereas more recent ab initio calculations that employ more 

complete basis sets [87,110,111] (including those carried out as part of this work) suggest that the 

lowest-energy structure of DMNA has a pyramidal geometry.  Furthermore, since the value of the dipole 

moment varies quite significantly with respect to inversion of the amino group (see Table 1), we feel 

that fitting a single-geometry dipole moment to experiment is hard to justify for DMNA.   

 

2.5.  Geometries of training set molecules 

 For the CM3 parameterization presented in this article, we use the same geometries for all of the 

molecules as in our previous CM3 parameterizations [76,77].  Namely, for molecules where an 

experimental dipole moment is used, except for molecules containing Li and P, mPW1PW91/MIDI! 

geometries are used; for molecules containing Li and P, and for benzene and ethylene, 

mPW1PW91/MG3S geometries are used; and for the eight amides included in the training set, 

HF/MIDI! geometries are used. 

 

2.6.  Software 

 Geometry optimizations, density dipole moments, and class III partial atomic charges were 

calculated with the Gaussian 03 [112] electronic structure package.  The MN-GSM-version 3.1 module 

[113] was used to calculate class IV partial atomic charges at the HF/MIDI! and mPW1PW91/MIDI! 

levels of theory.   
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3  Parameter optimization 

The first step in the parameterization is to determine DHC.  We carry out the determination of 

this parameter in the same manner as before, i.e. we require that the average charge on H in benzene and 

ethylene be 0.11, a value that has been justified in a previous paper [74].  Also, as before [76,77], we set 

CHC = 0.    

The remaining CM3 parameters are determined by minimizing the error function, χ, with respect 

to the CM3 parameters.  This is defined to be 

∑
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1
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where the summation goes over all polar molecule data in the training set, and μi (Target) is an 

experimental or theoretical dipole moment.  The calculated class IV dipole moment is given by   
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where qk is the partial atomic charge, and xk, yk, and zk are the Cartesian coordinates of atom k in a 

barycentric coordinate system, that is, a coordinate system with the center of mass at the origin. 

(However, since the present article only considers neutral molecules, the dipole moment is independent 

on the location of the origin).  The optimization of CZZ′ and DZZ′ parameters is done through a nonlinear 

fit using standard NAG Fortran 90 routines [114].  

 

4  Results and discussion 

4.1. CM3 for HF/MIDI! 

First, we parameterized CM3 for HF/MIDI! in a fashion analogous to that described in an earlier 

paper for mPW1PW91/MIDI! [76].  Like the previous model, the current model contains parameters for 

bonds involving H, Li, C, N, O, F, Si, S, P, Cl, and Br atoms.  For the current model, we used the CM3 
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training set described above (397 dipole moments) to optimize the same set of CZZ′ and DZZ′ parameters 

(with three exceptions) as the ones that were nonzero for mPW1PW91/MIDI! wave functions, namely 

DHC, DHN, DHO, DHSi, DHP, DHS, DLiC, DLiN, DLiO, DLiF, DLiS, DLiCl, DCN, DCO, DCF, DCSi, DCP, 

DCS, DCCl, DCBr, DNO, DNP, DOSi, DOP, DOS, DFSi, DFP, DSiCl, DPS, DPCl, CCO, COSi, and CPS.  The 

three exceptions (which are explained in more detail below) are as follows.  First, for HF/MIDI!, we set 

the parameter COP, which is nonzero for mPW1PW91/MIDI!, equal to zero.  Second, for HF/MIDI!, the 

parameter CCP, which was set equal to zero for mPW1PW91/MIDI!, was optimized as part of this work.  

Third, for HF/MIDI!, we treat the N−O charge map using Eq. (5) instead of Eq. (1); for this we optimize 

a DNO parameter and new ANO and 0
NOB  parameters, as well as the DNk parameters. 

The application of Eq. (6) was carried out in several stages.  First, the parameters for molecules 

containing at most H, C, N, and O were determined with fixed DHC.  Then, with the parameters for H, 

C, N, and O fixed, the parameters for bonds between C−F, C−Cl, and C−Br were optimized.  Then, these 

parameters were fixed, and the parameters involving sulfur were determined.  Then the parameter 

optimization for Si was carried out in two steps.  First, the DHSi and the DCSi parameters were optimized 

using the subset of the training set that contains at most C, H, and Si.  Second, these parameters were 

held fixed, and the remaining Si parameters (COSi, DOSi, DFSi, and DSiCl) were optimized using the rest 

of the Si training set.  Finally, with all of these parameters fixed, the parameters for Li and P were 

optimized.  Contrary to several previous CM3 parameterizations [76,77], we found that for HF/MIDI!, 

inclusion of a COP parameter had only a negligible effect on the RMS error of the phosphorus-

containing molecules in the CM3 training set, but including a CCP parameter led to a slight decrease in 

the RMS error for these molecules.  As a result, for the present model we include a CCP parameter but 

not a COP parameter.  Table 2 lists the optimized CM3 parameters for HF/MIDI! obtained according to 

the procedure described above. 
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Table 3 gives the root-mean-square (RMS) errors in debyes of the dipole moments calculated 

using the optimized CM3 parameters for HF/MIDI! over various subsets of the CM3 training set.  The 

model performs quite well for the amides, nitrohydrocarbons, and bifunctional compounds containing H, 

C, N, and O, giving RMS errors of 0.15, 0.23, and 0.23 debyes for these three subsets of the training set, 

respectively.  The RMS error over the entire CM3 training set is 0.26 debyes, and the mean unsigned 

error is 0.19 debyes. 

  

4.2. Accurate density dipole moments for nitramines 

In order to test different charge models against molecules containing nitramine functional 

groups, we assembled a test set of 14 high-quality theoretical dipole moments for various conformations 

of the following molecules: nitramide, DMNA, 1,3,3-trinitroazetidine (TNAZ), 

1,3,5-trinitro-1,3,5-s-triazine (RDX), and 2,4,6,8,10,12-hexanitrohexaazaisowurtzitane (HNIW).  We 

will refer to this test set of dipole moments as the nitramine test set.  The molecular structures of all of 

the nitramine conformers for which accurate dipole moments were calculated are given in Fig. 1.  All of 

the density dipole moments in the nitramine test set were obtained from wave functions calculated at the 

mPW1PW91/MG3S level of theory, which is the same level of theory that we have used previously 

[76,77] to obtain accurate density dipole moments for use in our CM3 training set.  Table 4 lists these 

accurate (mPW1PW91/MG3S) dipole moments for the nitramine conformers.  (Subsequent columns of 

this table will be discussed in Sections 4.3 and 4.4.)  All of the dipole moments given in Table 4 were 

calculated using geometries optimized at the mPW1PW91/MG3S level of theory.  It should be pointed 

out that experimental values for the gas-phase dipole moment are available for nitramide [115,116] and 

DMNA [117], but for the reasons pointed out in Section 2.4, theoretical dipole moments were used in 

their stead.  For TNAZ, we included in the test set a theoretical dipole for only one conformation (Cs 

point group).  For the remaining four molecules in the nitramine test set, we included theoretical dipole 

moments for more than one conformation, which are described below. 
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For nitramide and DMNA, theoretical dipole moments for four different conformations that 

involve pyramidilization of and/or twisting of the amino group with respect to the nitro group were 

included in the nitramine test set.  Table 1 gives the calculated dipole moments, absolute gas-phase 

energies, and number of imaginary frequencies for each conformation of nitramide and DMNA (as 

obtained at the mPW1PW91/MG3S level of theory).  The trends obtained here, which are summarized 

below, are the same as those obtained by Smith and coworkers in an earlier study on nitramide and 

DMNA in the gas phase [87].  Here, the calculated inversion barrier in the gas phase for the amino 

group is 1.2 and 0.2 kcal/mol for nitramide and DMNA, respectively.  For rotation of the nitro group 

about the N−N bond axis, the calculated barrier energies are much higher (11.9 and 12.7 kcal/mol for 

nitramide and DMNA, respectively).  The internal rotational barriers for C2v symmetry (with planar 

CNCN configuration) are 21.4 and 22.9 kcal/mol for nitramide and DMNA, respectively.  These results 

all suggest that the lowest-energy conformations for both nitramide and DMNA in the gas phase are 

pyramidal (although the energy difference calculated here between the planar and pyramidal 

conformations for DMNA is relatively small), and correspond to the structures labeled nitramide I (Cs) 

and DMNA I (Cs) in Fig. 1. 

For RDX, theoretical dipole moments for two different conformations that involve the relative 

position of the nitro groups with respect to the s-triazine ring were included in the nitramine test set.  

The first conformer has two of its three nitro groups in axial positions, and the third nitro group is in an 

equatorial position (Cs point group).  The second conformer has all three of its nitro groups in axial 

positions (C3v point group).  The Cs conformation is structurally similar to the α-RDX  conformation, 

which has been characterized by neutron diffraction measurements [118].  The C3v conformation is 

structurally similar to the geometry proposed for RDX in the gas [119,120] and liquid [120,121] phases.  

At the mPW1PW91/MG3S level of theory, the Cs and C3v conformations of RDX are both minima (no 

imaginary frequencies), with the Cs conformation being lower in energy in the gas phase by 0.4 

kcal/mol.   
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For HNIW, theoretical dipole moments for three different conformations that involve the relative 

orientation of the nitro groups with respect to the hexaazoisowurtzitane cage were included in the 

nitramine test set.  The geometries of the three conformations used here are structurally similar to the γ-,  

β-, and ε-HNIW conformations, which have all been resolved by x-ray diffraction [122].  At the 

mPW1PW91/MG3S level of theory, all three of the HNIW conformations are minima.  The relative 

energy ordering in the gas phase is β (0.0 kcal/mol) < γ (+1.3 kcal/mol) < ε (+1.4 kcal/mol).     

In order to evaluate the level of theory (mPW1PW91/MG3) used above for calculating accurate 

dipole moments, we assembled a second test set containing 39 compounds for which gas-phase dipole 

moments have been measured experimentally [123-132].  All of the experimental dipole moments 

contained in this test set (which we will refer to as the density dipole test set) are for molecules that 

contain either one or more N-N bonds or one or more nitro groups (5 hydrazines, 6 azoles that have one 

or more N-N bonds, and 28 nitro compounds).  Table 5 gives the experimental values for the gas-phase 

dipole moments for all 39 compounds in the density dipole test set.  

Table 6 shows the RMS errors between experimental dipole moments and density dipole 

moments calculated at the mPW1PW91/MG3S level of theory for the molecules in the density dipole 

test set.  Also shown are RMS errors between density dipole moments calculated at several other levels 

of theory.  For each of the levels of theory tested here, we computed the RMS error over the three 

subclasses of compounds in the density dipole test set (hydrazines, N-N azoles, and nitro compounds), 

and the RMS error over all 39 dipole moments in the density dipole test set.   Because the majority of 

the dipole moments in the density dipole test set are for nitro compounds (28 of 39), we also calculated a 

weighted-root-mean-square (WRMS) error, which we define as the average of the RMS errors for each 

of the three types of compounds in the density dipole test set.  For each method tested, the geometries of 

the molecules are optimized for the same level of theory used to compute the density dipole moments 

(e.g. the row labeled mPW1PW91/MIDI! in Table 6 gives the RMS and WRMS errors for density dipole 

moments calculated using mPW1PW91/MIDI! wave functions with geometries optimized at the 
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mPW1PW91/MIDI! level of theory).  Table 6 also gives the RMS and WRMS errors for those dipole 

moments obtained with the large MG3S(+O) basis set (where the +O denotes aug-cc-PVTZ diffuse 

functions for O), and it gives results for a variety of pure density functionals, namely mPWB95 [92,133] 

and BLYP [134,135] and hybrid density functionals, namely B3LYP [136], B3PW91 [137], B97-1 

[138], HCTH [136] (this functional is also called HCTH/407), B97-2 [139], and B98 [140].  It is 

important to point out that none of the 5 hydrazines or 6 N-N azoles in the density dipole moment test 

set contain oxygen, so the MG3S and MG3S(+O) basis sets are equivalent for the molecules in these 

subclasses.     

Almost all of the methods tested here give WRMS errors of less than 0.25 debyes.  The B3PW91 

and B97-2 functionals both give WRMS errors of 0.19 debyes when used with the MG3S(+O) basis set, 

the best of any of the methods tested here.  For mPW1PW91, the WRMS error is 0.20 debyes when it is 

used with the MG3S(+O) basis set, although this error increases by only 0.01 debyes when the MG3S 

basis is used instead.  Because most of the methods, when used with the large MG3S(+O) basis set, 

yield similar WRMS errors, because little improvement is gained by the mPW1PW91 functional when 

the MG3S(+O) instead of the MG3S basis is used, and because the molecules in the density dipole test 

set share structural similarities with the nitramines (N-N bonds and nitro groups), we feel quite confident 

that the accurate dipole moments reported here for the nitramines, which were calculated at the 

mPW1PW91/MG3S level, are reliable, and we will use these dipole moments as the accurate standard in 

the rest of this article.   

 

4.3. Performance of CM3  for nitramines 

Next, we tested the ability of CM3 to reproduce the accurate (mPW1PW91/MG3S level of 

theory) density dipole moments in the nitramine test set.  Shown in Table 4 are the RMS errors between 

the dipole moments calculated using CM3 charges (obtained from both HF/MIDI! and 

mPW1PW91/MIDI! wave functions) and those calculated using Löwdin charges [34,45] (obtained from 
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both HF/MIDI! and mPW1PW91/MIDI! wave functions), compared to the accurate dipole moments for 

all of the conformers in the nitramine test set.  Also included in Table 4 are the RMS errors between the 

accurate dipole moments and the density dipole moments obtained from HF/MIDI! and 

mPW1PW91/MIDI! wave functions, as well as the RMS errors between the accurate dipole moments 

and those dipole moments calculated using partial atomic charges from another model (CM3.1) to be 

presented in Section 4.4.   

Table 4 shows that the dipole moments calculated using CM3 HF/MIDI! charges yield an RMS 

error of 0.45 debyes over the nitramine test set, which is slightly higher than the RMS error when 

Löwdin charges (0.42 debyes) are used, and 0.24 debyes higher than the RMS given by the HF/MIDI! 

density dipole moments.  The charges obtained from the previously developed CM3 

mPW1PW91/MIDI! model yield the most accurate dipole moments of any of the methods tested here 

(RMS error = 0.19 debyes), performing much better than the CM3 HF/MIDI! model developed in this 

paper.   

Worth noting here is the quality of the density dipole moments obtained from HF/MIDI! wave 

functions.  The RMS error between the accurate density dipole moments and those obtained with 

HF/MIDI! wave functions is only 0.21 debyes, whereas this RMS error increases to 0.45 debyes when 

mPW1PW91/MIDI! wave functions are used.  The good performance of HF/MIDI! compared to 

mPW1PW91/MIDI! is most likely due to the MIDI! basis set [89-91], which is designed to give 

particularly accurate charge distributions at the Hartree-Fock level of theory. 

 

4.4. CM3.1 for HF/MIDI! 

 To see if we could improve the performance of the CM3 HF/MIDI! model for the nitramines, we 

reoptimized the parameters ANO, 0
NOB , CCO, DHN, DHO, DCN, DCO, and DNO (with DHC fixed) against 

the dipole moments for all molecules in the CM3 training set containing at most H, C, N, and/or O (162 

dipole moments), plus the 14 accurate dipole moments in the nitramine test set.  We will refer to this 
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training set (which contains 176 dipole moments) as the CM3.1 training set.  The parameters obtained 

using the CM3.1 training set described above are listed in Table 2 alongside the CM3 parameters for 

HF/MIDI! obtained in Section 4.1.  Shown in Table 7 are the RMS errors over various subsets of the 

CM3.1 training set.  Using charges obtained with the new CM3.1 parameters (with HF/MIDI! wave 

functions) to calculate the dipole moments for the nitramines decreases the RMS error by 0.24 debyes 

compared to when the charges are obtained by using the CM3 parameters obtained earlier (with 

HF/MIDI! wave functions), and this results in an RMS error of only 0.21 debyes, as shown in Table 4.  

Comparing the errors in Table 3 against those in Table 7, it can also be seen that the RMS errors given 

by the CM3 and CM3.1 parameters over the remaining subclasses of compounds in those tables are all 

within 0.06 debyes of one another.  Furthermore, the parameters in Table 2 show that the only 

significant differences between these two sets of parameters are the values of ANO and 0
NOB , which both 

appear in Eq. (5), and that the remaining parameters are all within 0.008 of one another.  This result 

demonstrates the utility of Eq. (5), which was developed to allow for a wider range of functional groups 

containing N and O atoms to be fit without having a significant impact on the quality of the model for 

other functional groups.  Because reoptimizing the parameters ANO and 0
NOB  significantly improves the 

performance of the present model for the nitramines, and because reoptimizing the parameters has little 

effect on the remainder of the training set, for wave functions obtained at the HF/MIDI! level of theory 

we will continue the rest of this article using the new CM3.1 parameters for molecules containing C, H, 

N, and/or O atoms.  

 The previously developed CM3 mPW1PW91/MIDI! model [76] does not use Eq. (5) for N and 

O, so we also tried improving this model by using Eq. (5) instead of Eq. (1) to map the atomic charges 

on N and O atoms and then reoptimizing the same parameters that were reoptimized above for 

HF/MIDI!.  When we did this, though, we found that using the new parameters instead of the original 

CM3 parameters [76] increased the RMS error for the nitramines slightly (by 0.02 debyes), and that no 

significant improvement was gained by any of the remaining subclasses in the CM3.1 training set (the 
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RMS errors all changed by less than 0.05 debyes).  Therefore, and because we prefer to use the 

smoothest mapping functions that give good results, we will continue the rest of this article using the 

original CM3 parameters for mPW1PW91/MIDI! (which give a RMS error of 0.19 debyes for the 

nitramines). 

 

4.5. Partial atomic charges for HNIW conformers 

Shown in Table 8 are the values of the partial atomic charges for γ-HNIW obtained using CM3 

(parameterized for use with mPW1PW91/MIDI! wave functions), CM3.1 (parameterized for use with 

HF/MIDI! wave functions), and the ChElPG fitting procedure.  The ChElPG fitting procedure is a class 

III charge model that assigns partial atomic charges based on a statistical fit to the electrostatic potential 

calculated at a number of grid points located around the molecule of interest.  For all ChElPG 

calculations in this work, we used the pop = ChElPG option in Gaussian 03.  Here, we have calculated 

ChElPG partial atomic charges for γ-HNIW based on mPW1PW91/MIDI! and mPW1PW91/MG3S 

wave functions.  Also shown in Table 8 are those partial atomic charges reported by Sorescu et al. for 

γ-HNIW [83].  These workers also used the ChElPG fitting procedure to assign partial atomic charges, 

for which they used an electrostatic potential calculated at the HF/6-31G(d) level of theory.  The partial 

atomic charges in Table 8 are organized into five different groups, or atom types, which are as follows: 

H atoms, C atoms, N atoms (amino), N atoms (nitro), and O atoms.  The atomic labels in Table 8 

correspond to those shown in Fig. 2, and also to those given in ref 83.   

The γ-HNIW conformer belongs to the low-symmetry C1 point group, although it is composed of 

six, identically bridged nitramine groups (the C2v symmetry of the hexaazoisowurtzitane cage is broken 

by the orientation of the nitro groups relative to one another).  As a result, many of the atoms in γ-HNIW  

have almost identical local chemical environments, and so for atoms of a given type, their partial atomic 

charges should be roughly equal to one another.  For example, the partial atomic charges of all of the C 

atoms in γ-HNIW should be nearly identical, due to the similar local chemical environments of all 6 of 
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these atoms (each of the 6 C atoms in γ-HNIW is bonded to 2 N atoms, another C atom, and a H atom).  

From the data in Table 8, we see that for the CM3 and CM3.1 models, this holds true—the standard 

deviations of the partial atomic charges within each group of atoms obtained using these two charge 

models are all less than 0.01.  In contrast, the standard deviation of the partial atomic charges obtained 

using the ChElPG fitting procedure on a mPW1PW91/MIDI! wave function 

(ChElPG/mPW1PW91/MIDI! charges; this notation will be used throughout the remainder of this 

article) for the 6 C atoms is 0.156 (average = 0.182).  When the more complete MG3S basis set is used 

to fit ChElPG partial atomic charges the standard deviation from the average for the 6 C atoms increases 

to 0.219 (average = 0.105).  In this case, the values of the partial atomic charges range from –0.223 for 

C(3) to 0.441 for C(5).  The same types of fluctuations occur for the 6 amino N atoms, for which 

ChElPG/mPW1PW91/MIDI! partial atomic charges yield a standard deviation of 0.098 (average = 

−0.331).  Again, this error worsens when the MG3S basis set is used instead of the MIDI! basis set—the 

standard deviation of the ChElPG/mPW1PW91/MG3S partial atomic charges over the 6 amino N atoms 

increases to 0.139 (average = –0.222), and the values of these partial atomic charges range from –0.074 

for N(1) to –0.471 for N(9).  From Table 8, we also see that those partial atomic charges reported by 

Sorescu et al. show the same trends as those partial atomic charges obtained here with the ChElPG 

fitting procedure.  

The above results provide a dramatic illustration of one of the problems with many class III 

charge models; namely, that they often deliver unphysical partial atomic charges because of the 

statistical nature of the fit that they are determined according to.  This problem is often quite severe for 

interior, or “buried”, atoms in a molecule [see, for example, refs 63 and 71] because for these atoms the 

surface points at which the electrostatic potential is evaluated (which lie outside the van der Waals 

surface of the molecule) are relatively far away from the interior atoms in a molecule.  Indeed, the 

largest errors for γ-HNIW occur for the 6 C atoms and the 6 amino N atoms that are located in the 

interior region of the molecule.  In contrast, the standard deviation of the ChElPG/mPW1PW91/MG3S 
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partial atomic charges for the 6 nitro N atoms decreases to 0.040 (average = 0.683), and for the 6 H 

atoms it further decreases to 0.035 (average = 0.150).  For the 12 O atoms, which are on the van der 

Waals surface of γ-HNIW, the standard deviation of the ChElPG/mPW1PW91/MG3S partial atomic 

charges is only 0.006 (average = −0.358).   

Although none of the atoms in γ-HNIW are formally symmetrically equivalent to one another, 

we have argued above that the molecular connectivity and geometry of γ-HNIW yields five distinct atom 

types, and that the partial atomic charges for different atoms of the same type should be roughly equal to 

one another.  Unlike γ-HNIW, the remaining two HNIW conformers in the nitramine test set do contain 

atoms that are equivalent to one another by symmetry (the β- and ε-HNIW conformers belong to the C2 

and Cs symmetry point groups, respectively).  Shown in Table 9 are the partial atomic charges for each 

symmetrically unique C and amino N atom in β- and ε-HNIW.  In all cases, the partial atomic charge for 

each pair of symmetrically equivalent atoms was taken as the average partial atomic charge over the pair 

of atoms, although it is important to point out that the partial atomic charges obtained using CM3, 

CM3.1, and the ChElPG fitting procedure for each atom within a given pair of symmetrically equivalent 

atoms differed by no more than 0.004 charge units from one another.  From the partial atomic charges 

shown in Table 9 we see that the ChElPG fitting procedure makes the same types of errors for the 

interior atoms in these conformers as for the γ-HNIW conformer, although the presence of 

symmetrically equivalent atoms does alleviate this error somewhat.  Even with this improvement 

though, the fluctuations in the values for the partial atomic charges of the C and amino N atoms are 

significantly larger for ChElPG than they are for the CM3 and CM3.1 models.   

Next, we compare the partial atomic charges of the three HNIW conformers to one another.  

Again, because these conformers differ only by the orientation of the nitro groups relative to one 

another, the values for a given partial atomic charge should to be roughly equivalent from one 

conformation to another.  (On the other hand, the total dipole moments for these conformers are 

different, because unlike the value of the partial atomic charge, which should depend only on the local 
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chemical environment of the atom, the value of the dipole moment depends on both the values and 

positions of the partial atomic charges in a molecule).  For γ-, β-, and ε-HNIW, the average partial 

atomic charge on the C atoms obtained using CM3 are 0.208, 0.211, and 0.212.  For γ-, β-, and ε-HNIW, 

the average partial atomic charge on the amino N atoms obtained using CM3 are −0.303, −0.303, and 

−0.301, respectively.  In contrast, those partial atomic charges obtained from the ChElPG fitting 

procedure are somewhat conformation-dependent;   for γ-, β-, and ε-HNIW,  the average partial atomic 

charge on C is 0.105, 0.034, and 0.065, respectively, and for the amino N atoms, these values are 

−0.222, −0.180, and −0.176, respectively.    

 The above results suggest that the partial atomic charges obtained using CM3 and CM3.1 should 

be quite useful as quantum chemical descriptors in force fields, because of their invariance to small 

conformational changes in the molecule.  Unlike those partial atomic charges obtained using the 

ChElPG fitting procedure, CM3 and CM3.1 yield consistent partial atomic charges for atoms sharing 

similar local chemical environments.  This is important because, ideally, one would like the partial 

atomic charges for two atoms sharing the same or nearly the same local chemical environment to be 

roughly equal to one another, regardless of unphysical fluctuations such as the size of the molecule (i.e. 

whether or not the atom is located in the interior or exterior of the molecule), the level of treatment of 

electron correlation, or changes in the basis set.       

    

4.6. Dipole moments obtained from the ChElPG fitting procedure   

It is useful to reiterate here that the value for the partial atomic charge on an atom in a molecule 

is not a proper quantum mechanical observable.  As a result, one is unable to formally claim that a 

particular choice of method delivers an “accurate” partial atomic charge.  Because of the weaknesses of 

the ChElPG fitting procedure outlined above, one might assume (incorrectly) that the partial atomic 

charges obtained from CM3 and CM3.1 should lead to more accurate dipole moments than those 

obtained from the ChElPG fitting procedure.  Indeed, it was shown earlier (Table 4) that CM3 and 
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CM3.1 point-charge-derived dipole moments are significantly more accurate than those dipole moments 

calculated using partial atomic charges obtained from a Löwdin population analysis.  Unfortunately, we 

cannot gain much insight into the relative quality of those partial atomic charges obtained form the 

ChElPG fitting procedure, CM3, and CM3.1 based on the accuracy of point-charge derived dipole 

moments.  This is because for the molecules in the nitramine test set, all of the ChElPG point-charge-

derived dipole moments are quite close in value to the corresponding density dipole moment (assuming 

the density dipole moment is calculated using the same wave function as that used to calculate the 

electrostatic potential around the molecule); in particular Table 10 shows that the 

ChElPG/mPW1PW91/MG3S point-charge-derived and the density dipole moments calculated using 

mPW1PW91/MG3S wave functions for each of the molecules in the nitramine test set  are all within 0.1 

debye of one another.  (Although not shown in Table 10, similar results were obtained for ChElPG 

partial atomic charges obtained from wave functions calculated at several other levels of theory).   

Although the above analysis does not lead to any additional insight into the relative quality of 

CM3, CM3.1 and the ChElPG fitting procedure because all of these models are able to deliver partial 

atomic charges that reproduce accurate density dipole moments, the data in Table 10 does illustrate one 

of the important challenges in the development of reliable class IV charge models; namely, that quite 

different values for the partial atomic charges in a given polyatomic molecule may lead to identical or 

very similar values for the molecular dipole moment.  It is because of this that for CM3 and CM3.1, as 

well as for our previous class IV charge models [73-75], we begin the parameterization procedure by 

first independently determining the bond dipole moment of C-H type bonds (which are present in the 

majority of the molecules in our training sets), and then continue by optimizing the remaining 

parameters with the C−H parameters anchored.  Furthermore, it is also why we prefer to optimize the 

remaining parameters in several steps over specific subsets of our data set instead of simultaneously 

over the entire data set, and why we include only those quadratic CZZ′ parameters (which are more 
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sensitive to unphysical fluctuations in Mayer bond orders) that are shown to lead to a significant 

improvement in the accuracy of point-charge-derived dipole moments.      

 

4.7. Polarization contributions to the free energy of solvation 

Recently, an SM5 model that uses CM3 charges was introduced [141], and we anticipate that an 

important application of the CM3 and CM3.1 models will be in estimating intermolecular interactions of 

nitramines in the liquid and solid phases.  A widely used theory for the polarization energy upon 

solvation is the generalized Born approximation, in which a solvent is represented by a continuum 

medium characterized by a dielectric constant.  The generalized Born polarization energy GP is given as 

follows [142-145] 
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where ε is the dielectric constant of the solvent, qk is the partial charge on atom k, and γkk′  is a Coulomb 

integral between atoms k and k′.  A useful test for the quality of a charge model is to see whether the 

atomic charges given by the model lead to reasonable polarization energies when substituted into the 

above equation.  Solvation polarization energy is not a measurable quantity because free energy is not 

separable into electrostatic and nonelectrostatic contributions.  Therefore, we cannot make a direct 

comparison between a calculated polarization energy and some physical observable.  Instead, we will 

investigate the sensitivity of calculated polarization energies to factors such as level of treatment of 

electron correlation and choice of method for assigning partial atomic charges.  This is important 

because ideally, we would like the polarization contribution to the free energy to be relatively insensitive 

to these variables, at least when electron correlation does not cause a qualitative change in the charge 

distribution.   

Table 11 lists the polarization energies in nitromethane (ε = 36.562 [146]) calculated using gas-

phase atomic charges (i.e., these are not self-consistent-reaction-field calculations; there is no solute 
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polarization) obtained from several different charge models.  In all cases the Coulomb integrals are 

calculated as in SM5.43R [141], which employs the dielectric descreening algorithm of Still et al. [145], 

but with different parameters.  For the nitramines, the RMS difference between polarization energies 

calculated using CM3 charges (mPW1PW91/MIDI! wave functions) and those calculated using CM3.1 

charges (HF/MIDI! wave functions) is only 0.26 kcal/mol.  Such a good agreement between the 

polarization energies calculated using these two charge models is quite encouraging, and it further 

demonstrates the consistency of atomic charges obtained with these models between various levels of 

theory.  Also shown in Table 11 are those polarization energies calculated using Löwdin and ChElPG 

gas-phase partial atomic charges.  For these two models, the difference between the polarization 

energies obtained using HF/MIDI! and mPW1PW91/MIDI! wave-function-based partial atomic charges 

is much larger (RMS differences of 3.36 and 3.26 kcal/mol for Löwdin and ChElPG charges, 

respectively).  When ChElPG/mPW1PW91/MG3S and ChElPG/HF/MG3S partial atomic charges are 

used to calculate polarization energies, this difference is somewhat smaller (RMS difference = 2.47 

kcal/mol), although it is still significantly larger than the difference between those polarization energies 

calculated with CM3 and CM3.1 gas-phase partial atomic charges.  

 Next, we compare the polarization energies calculated using CM3 and CM3.1 charges (which 

were shown above to give roughly equivalent values) to those calculated with ChElPG charges.  The 

polarization energies calculated using CM3/CM3.1 charges agree fairly well with those calculated using 

ChElPG/mPW1PW91/MIDI! charges.  The largest disagreement between any of the polarization 

energies obtained using these three sets of gas-phase charges is for RDX II, for which the use of CM3 

and ChElPG/mPW1PW91/MIDI! charges leads to a difference of 1.92 kcal/mol (the difference between 

CM3.1 values and the ChElPG/mPW1PW91/MIDI! values is 2.25 kcal/mol).  At the HF/MIDI!, 

HF/MG3S, and mPW1PW91/MG3S levels of theory, ChElPG charges yield polarization energies that 

are significantly more negative than those polarization energies calculated using CM3/CM3.1 charges.  

The largest differences are for the 3 HNIW conformers, for which using either ChElPG/HF/MIDI! or 
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ChElPG/mPW1PW91/MG3S charges leads to calculated polarization energies that are ~6 kcal/mol more 

negative than those polarization energies calculated using CM3/CM3.1 charges.  At the HF/MG3S level, 

this difference increases to ~10 kcal/mol. 

 Based on the above results, it is tempting to suggest that the gas-phase partial atomic charges 

obtained from the ChElPG fitting procedure (with the exception of those obtained using 

mPW1PW91/MIDI! wave functions) lead to bond dipole moments that are too large, which in turn lead 

to polarization energies that are too negative.  Of course, solvation polarization energy is not a 

measurable quantity, and although the results of the above calculations indicate that electrostatic 

interactions between the gas-phase charge distribution of the solute and solvent make a large 

contribution to the free energy of solvation, mutual polarization of the solute by the solvent (which 

requires a full SCRF calculation to evaluate), and nonelectrostatic interactions might also be expected to 

make a contribution to the observable free energy of solvation or materials condensation.  We note here 

that although the treatment above is for liquid nitromethane, similar effects are expected for 

condensation into solid-state materials [147].  

  

4.8. Total solvation free energies  

 Unlike the solvent polarization energies calculated above, the total free energy of solvation is a 

measurable property, and in this section we will use the SM5.43R solvation model to calculate values 

for the total free energy of solvation in water based on different sets of solute gas-phase charges.  The 

following solutes will be considered: nitromethane, 1-nitropropane, 2-nitropropane, nitrobenzene, 

1,3-dinitrobenzene, 1,3,5-trinitrobenzene, 2,4,6-trinitrotoluene (TNT), 2-amino-4,6-dinitrotoluene, and 

RDX.  For the above solutes, we used geometries optimized at the mPW1PW91/MIDI! level of theory, 

except for RDX, for which we used geometries optimized at the mPW1PW91/MG3S level of theory.  

Also, for RDX we considered both the Cs (RDX I) and C3v (RDX II) conformations explicitly, and used 

the following equation to calculate the various components to the free energy of solvation:  
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where PC is the equilibrium mole fraction of conformation C in the gas phase.  The gas phase absolute 

energies required for computing PC in the above equation are for the mPW1PW91/MG3S level of theory 

At this level of theory, the Cs conformation of RDX is 0.4 kcal/mol lower in energy than the C3v 

conformation.  The values for the experimental aqueous free energies of solvation for nitromethane, 

1-nitropropane, 2-nitropropane, and nitrobenzene were taken from the SM5.43R training set [141].  The 

values for the remaining five solutes (which are not in the SM5.43R training set) were taken from three 

different sources [148-150].  For these solutes, the mean value for the free energy of solvation was used 

in cases where more than one experimental value for a single solute was available.   These experimental 

values, along with those values calculated using CM3 partial atomic charges with the SM5.43R solvent 

model, are listed in Table 12.  Described below are the SM5.43R model for calculating free energies of 

solvation, as well as the procedure we used for calculating each of the various components to the total 

free energies of solvation.     

For the SM5.43R solvent model, the standard state free energy of solvation ( o
SGΔ ) is partitioned 

according to [141] 

oo
concCDSPS GGEGG Δ++Δ+=Δ     (10) 

where PG is the electronic polarization energy from mutual polarization of the solute and solvent, EΔ  is 

the change in the solute’s internal electronic energy when the solute is placed in the solvent, CDSG  is a 

semiempirical term that accounts for all interactions besides bulk electrostatics, and o
concGΔ  accounts 

for the concentration change between the gas-phase and the liquid phase standard states.  Since we use 

the same concentrations (1 mol/L) in both phases, o
concGΔ  is zero [151].  For the purposes of this work, 

we will separate the electrostatic polarization energy into two contributions 
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Pgas)(PP GGG q Δ+=           (11) 

where gas)(P qG  is the electronic polarization energy due to the gas-phase charge distribution of the 

solute and PGΔ  is the difference between the electronic polarization energy due to the gas-phase 

charges of the solute and that due to the relaxed, liquid-phase charges of the solute. 

For all of the calculations in this section, the gas)(P qG  term was evaluated in the same way as it 

was above (i.e. by substituting gas-phase partial atomic charges into eq 8) with a value of 78.3 [146] for 

the dielectric constant of water.   

Calculating the PGΔ  term requires a full SCRF calculation.  The procedure for this has been 

outlined previously [152,153], although we note here that it requires evaluating the partial derivatives of 

the partial atomic charges (which are updated at each step of the SCRF calculation) with respect to the 

density matrix. The analytic forms of these partial derivatives for CM2 charges (which are the same as 

for CM3 charges) have been published previously [153] and are used in this work without change.  For 

those charges obtained by the ChElPG fitting procedure, analytical solutions to the above partial 

derivatives are not available, so we did not perform full SCRF calculations based on these sets of 

charges.  Instead, we calculated PGΔ  values based on gas-phase ChElPG charges using the following 

equation  

( )1gas)(PP −=Δ fGG q      (12) 

where the prefactor f appearing in the above equation depends on the solute and is the ratio of its 

electronic polarization free energy obtained from a full SCRF calculation based on CM3 charges to that 

polarization energy calculated using CM3 gas-phase charges in eq 8, i.e. 

CM3)gas,(P

P

qG
G

f =       (13) 

  The f values for each of the solutes listed above are given in Table 13.   
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For EΔ , a full SCRF calculation is also required, so for gas-phase ChElPG partial atomic 

charges, we use PGΔ  to calculate EΔ  according to  

P
' GfE Δ−=Δ              (14) 

where the prefactor f ′ depends on the solute and is calculated using EΔ  and PGΔ  values obtained from 

full SCRF calculations based on CM3 charges.  The values of these prefactors are also given in Table 

13.  If one assumes linear response of both the solvent and the solute charge distribution, the above 

prefactor will necessarily equal exactly ½.  However, for the SM5.43R model (as well as for our 

previous models based on SCRF theory), we only assume linear response of the solvent, and calculate 

the polarization energy due to the solute charge distribution explicitly.  As a result, the f ′ values in Table 

13 are not required to (and do not) equal exactly ½ .  These values of f ′ are also used in the present 

paper to estimate EΔ  for the ChElPG partial atomic charges.  

The final contribution to the total aqueous free energy of solvation, GCDS is calculated according 

to 

∑=
k

kkCDS AG σ       (15) 

where Ak is the solvent accessible surface area of atom k, and σ k is a functional called an atomic surface 

tension, which, for water, is itself a function of the local geometry of the solute and a set of parameters 

called surface tension coefficients.  The surface tension coefficients used here have been determined 

[141] empirically by a linear optimization of “target” GCDS values, which were calculated by 

subtracting the calculated electrostatic terms from the observable free energies of solvation for a diverse 

training set of solutes.  As a result, the values of the surface tension coefficients themselves depend 

indirectly on the particular set of CM3 parameters that is used in calculating the electrostatic 

components to the solvation free energy.  To further increase the accuracy of our models for predicting 

solvation free energies, different sets of surface tension coefficients have been developed for use with 

different sets of CM3 parameters [141].  Hence, the SM5.43R/mPW1PW91/MIDI! model uses those 
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surface tension coefficients that have been determined by an empirical optimization against target GCDS 

values obtained by subtracting the electrostatic components calculated at the CM3/mPW1PW91/MIDI! 

level of theory from experimental free energies of solvation.  Because the GCDS term depends on the 

particular set of CM3 parameters chosen to calculate the electrostatic components of the total free 

energy of solvation, and because it is not a measurable property, the choice of what values to use for 

GCDS in those cases where gas-phase ChElPG charges are used to calculate the electrostatic 

contributions to the total solvation free energy becomes somewhat arbitrary.  Despite this, we feel that 

some qualitative comparisons can be made between the CM3 and ChElPG fitting procedure by the 

above analysis, so for consistency (and because in two of the cases the charge models considered here 

are based on MIDI! wave functions) we used those GCDS values obtained from the 

SM5.43R/mPW1PW91/MIDI! model to calculate all of the total solvation free energies shown in Tables 

14 and 15. 

From the data in Tables 12 and 14, we see that the solvation free energies obtained using gas-

phase ChElPG/mPW1PW91/MIDI! partial atomic charges and the f and f ′ values in Table 13 are even 

more accurate than those solvation free energies obtained from a full SCRF calculation based on CM3 

charges.  This result is encouraging, because it shows that the above procedure for calculating total 

solvation free energies based on gas-phase charges obtained from other models can yield accurate 

solvation free energies.  From Tables 12, 14, and 15, we see that those solvation energies obtained from 

a full SCRF calculation and those obtained from gas-phase ChElPG/mPW1PW91/MIDI! charges are an 

average of ~0.5 kcal/mol too positive, whereas those solvation free energies obtained from gas-phase 

ChElPG/mPW1PW91/MG3S are in all cases too negative, by an average of ∼2 kcal/mol.  These results 

lend further support to the notion that for the molecules examined as part of this work, the majority of 

the partial atomic charges obtained using the ChElPG fitting procedure (with the exception of 

ChElPG/mPW1PW91/MIDI!) yield bond dipoles that are too large in magnitude, which in turn lead to 

polarization energies that are significantly too negative. 
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The mean signed error in Table 15 is equal to 22% of the mean value of the sum of  PG  and EΔ .  

If we apply the same fractional correction (22/122) to the mPW1PW91/MG3S values in Table 11, they 

will apparently be more accurate, and they become less negative by an average of 2.04 kcal/mol.  This 

accounts in most cases for their disagreement from the CM3 and CM3.1 results.  We conclude from this 

that the CM3 and CM3.1 results in Table 11 are more accurate than the mPW1PW91/MG3S values. 

 

5  Concluding remarks 

 In this paper, we have presented a CM3 parameterization for HF/MIDI!.  This model is very 

similar to the developed previously for mPW1PW91/MIDI!, except that it maps charges on N and O 

using an extended functional form.  This functional form allows us to include dipole moments for 

nitramines (which include many high-energy materials) in our training set without having a significant 

impact on the quality of the model for molecules containing other functional groups, and we refer to the 

model extended in this way as CM3.1.  The quality of the partial atomic charges obtained from CM3 

(which is parameterized for use with mPW1PW91/MIDI! wave functions) and CM3.1 (which was 

parameterized here for use with HF/MIDI! wave functions) compared to those partial atomic charges 

obtained from a Löwdin population analysis and the ChElPG fitting procedure has also been assessed 

using a test set of accurate dipole moments for 14 molecules containing nitramine functionality.  The 

above assessment shows that (1) CM3 and CM3.1 point-charge-derived dipole moments are 

significantly more accurate than point-charge-dipole moments calculated using Löwdin atomic charges 

and (2) unlike the ChElPG fitting procedure, CM3 and CM3.1 yield partial atomic charges that are 

relatively invariant to unphysical fluctuations such as the size of the molecule (i.e. whether or not the 

atom is located in the interior or exterior of the molecule), small conformational changes in the 

molecule, or the level of treatment of electron correlation.  To demonstrate the applicability of CM3 and 

CM3.1, we calculated polarization free energies for solvent polarization in liquid nitromethane solvent; 

these polarization energies are based on gas-phase partial atomic charges obtained from HF/MIDI! and 
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mPW1PW91/MIDI! wave functions for 14 molecules containing nitramine functional groups.  It was 

shown that the polarization energies calculated using gas-phase partial atomic charges obtained from 

CM3 and CM3.1 are much less dependent on the level of treatment of electron correlation than those 

polarization energies calculated using gas-phase partial atomic charges obtained from either a Löwdin 

population analysis or the ChElPG fitting procedure.  Based on the above results, as well as a 

comparison of the experimental free energies of solvation in water for a set of nitro-containing 

compounds (including RDX) to those values calculated with the SM5.43R model, we have suggested 

that in many cases ChElPG charges lead to calculated polarization free energies that are significantly too 

negative, and that this is the result of an overestimation of the magnitude of individual bond dipole 

moments.  The partial atomic charges obtained from the models presented in this work should be useful 

not only for continuum solvation calculations, but also as quantum chemical descriptors in force fields 

designed to model the solid-state properties of various high-energy materials.   
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Table 1. Density dipole moments (debyes) and relative 
gas-phase energies (kcal/mol) for different conformations 
of nitramide and DMNA calculated at the 
mPW1PW91/MG3S level of theory 

conformera Dipole (D)b Erelc No. Imagd 

nitramide I (Cs) 3.94 0.0 0 
nitramide I (C2v) 4.31 1.2 1 
nitramide II (Cs) 2.97 11.9 1 
nitramide II (C2v) 3.28 21.4 2 
    
DMNA I (Cs) 4.81 0.0 0 
DMNA I (C2v) 5.04 0.2 1 
DMNA II (Cs) 3.43 12.7 1 
DMNA II (C2v) 3.69 22.9 2 
aSee Fig. 1 and text for descriptions of various conformers  
bmPW1PW91/MG3S density dipole moment in debyes 
cRelative mPW1PW91/MG3S gas-phase energy in 
kcal/mol 
dNumber of imaginary frequencies 
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Table 2. CM3 and CM3.1 parameters for 
HF/MIDI! 

  CM3a CM3.1b 

 CZZ′ 
C-O 0.088 0.090 
C-P -0.034  
O-Si -0.071  
P-S -0.120  

 DZZ′ 
H-C 0.010 0.010 
H-N 0.114 0.121 
H-O 0.026 0.025 
H-Si 0.073  
H-P -0.017  
H-S -0.054  
Li-C -0.193  
Li-N 0.113  
Li-O -0.067  
Li-F 0.250  
Li-S -0.001  
Li-Cl -0.091  
C-N 0.038 0.037 
C-O -0.168 -0.168 
C-F -0.099  
C-Si 0.121  
C-P 0.035  
C-S 0.008  
C-Cl 0.004  
C-Br 0.064  
N-O -0.073 -0.081 
N-P -0.105  
O-Si 0.099  
O-P -0.035  
O-S 0.070  
F-Si 0.025  
F-P 0.009  
Si-Cl -0.063  
P-S 0.238  
P-Cl 0.084  

 ANO 
N-O 0.524 0.328 
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0
NOB  

N-O 0.212 0.392 
aPresented in Section 4.1 
bPresented in Section 4.4 
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Table 3. Root-mean square (RMS) errors (in debyes) for CM3 
using HF/MIDI! broken down by functional group 

type of compound No.a RMS Error 

inorganic compounds 10 0.25 
alcohols, phenol 13 0.14 
ethers 11 0.18 
aldehydes 5 0.10 
ketones 11 0.29 
carboxylic acids 9 0.29 
esters 6 0.12 
other C, H, O compounds 12 0.26 
aliphatic amines, aniline 13 0.35 
aromatic nitrogen heterocycles 11 0.29 
nitriles 12 0.19 
imines 6 0.53 
other C, H, N compounds 14 0.17 
amides and phenylurea 17 0.15 
nitrohydrocarbons 5 0.23 
bifunctional H, C, N, and O compounds 11 0.23 
all H, C, N, and O polar compounds 162 0.25 
fluorine-containing compounds 39 0.20 
chlorine-containing compounds 33 0.15 
bromine-containing compounds 14 0.14 
halogenated bifunctional compounds 23 0.27 
thiols 8 0.16 
sulfides, disulfides 9 0.24 
other sulfur-containing compounds 23 0.49 
phosphorus 10 0.18 
multifunctional phosphorus 13 0.15 
compounds with S and P 7 0.15 
C, H, and Si 9 0.12 
C, H, O, and Si 9 0.22 
C, H, Si, and halogen 18 0.23 
lithium compounds 16 0.55 
all polar compounds in CM3 training set 397 0.26b 
aNumber of data in the training set for this row 
bMean unsigned error = 0.19 debyes 
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Table 4. Values and root-mean-square (RMS) errors (in debyes) of dipole moments obtained in 
various ways from HF/MIDI! and mPW1PW91/MIDI! wave functions, compared to accurate dipole 
moments  

     
  HF/MIDI!  mPW1PW91/MIDI! 
          

Moleculea Accurateb Densityc Löwdin CM3 CM3.1  Densityd Löwdin CM3 

nitramide I (Cs) 3.94 3.97 3.71 4.08 3.84  3.59 3.32 3.84 
nitramide I (C2v) 4.31 4.31 4.07 4.49 4.22  3.93 3.68 4.19 
nitramide II (Cs) 2.97 3.23 2.94 3.14 2.97  2.71 2.37 2.89 
nitramide II (C2v) 3.28 3.61 3.32 3.47 3.28  3.07 2.76 3.27 
DMNA I (Cs) 4.81 4.58 4.83 4.95 4.65  4.21 4.36 4.67 
DMNA I (C2v) 5.04 4.81 5.06 5.18 4.88  4.43 4.59 4.87 
DMNA II (Cs) 3.43 3.78 3.75 3.70 3.50  2.99 2.97 3.33 
DMNA II (C2v) 3.69 4.06 4.16 4.04 3.84  3.38 3.42 3.77 
TNAZ (Cs) 0.60 0.41 0.63 0.86 0.67  0.43 0.61 0.66 
RDX I (Cs) 5.97 5.97 6.64 6.84 6.29  5.22 5.69 6.20 
RDX II (C3v) 7.19 7.08 7.97 8.19 7.45  6.22 6.82 7.34 
γ-HNIW 1.56 1.50 2.15 2.07 1.83  1.32 1.84 1.80 
β-HNIW (C2) 0.31 0.42 0.86 0.80 0.83  0.42 0.83 0.79 
ε-HNIW (Cs) 2.56 2.42 3.16 2.95 2.48  1.95 2.46 2.41 

          
RMS Error  0.21 0.42 0.45 0.21e  0.49 0.44 0.19f

aSee Fig. 1 and text for descriptions of various conformers 
bDensity dipole moment calculated at the mPW1PW91/MG3S level of theory 
cDensity dipole moment calculated at the HF/MIDI!//mPW1PW91/MG3S level of theory 
dDensity dipole moment calculated at the mPW1PW91/MIDI!//mPW1PW91/MG3S level of theory 
eMean unsigned error = 0.16 debyes 
f Mean unsigned error = 0.15 debyes  
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Table 5. Experimental gas-phase dipole moments for molecules in the density 
dipole test set 

Molecule Subclass Dipole (D) Ref. 

hydrazine (gauche) hydrazines  1.75 123 
tetrafluorohydrazine (gauche) hydrazines  0.257 123 
methyl hydrazine (inner skew) hydrazines  1.66 124 
methyl hydrazine (outer skew) hydrazines  1.82 124 
diisopropylidene hydrazine hydrazines  1.53 125 
1H-pyrazole N-N azoles  2.20 123 
1H-indazole N-N azoles  1.762 126 
1H-1,2,4-triazole N-N azoles  2.7 123 
1H-benzotriazole N-N azoles  4.34 127 
2H-tetrazole N-N azoles  2.19 128 
[1,2,4]-triazolo-[1,5-a]pyrazine N-N azoles  4.64 127 
nitrous acid (cis) nitro compounds  1.423 123 
nitrous acid (trans) nitro compounds  1.855 123 
nitric acid nitro compounds  2.17 123 
nitryl chloride nitro compounds  0.53 123 
nitryl fluoride nitro compounds  0.466 123 
nitromethane nitro compounds  3.46 123 
methyl nitrate nitro compounds  3.081 124 
chloronitromethane nitro compounds  2.91 129 
trichloronitromethane nitro compounds  1.89 129 
trifluoronitromethane nitro compounds  1.442 130 
nitroethane nitro compounds  3.23 123 
ethyl nitrate (gauche) nitro compounds  3.23 124 
ethyl nitrate (trans) nitro compounds  3.39 124 
nitroethylene nitro compounds  3.70 124 
1-chloro-1-nitroethane nitro compounds  3.33 129 
1-nitropropane nitro compounds  3.66 123 
2-nitropropane nitro compounds  3.73 123 
1-chloro-1-nitropropane nitro compounds  3.52 129 
3-nitropropene (trans) nitro compounds  4.54 131 
nitrocyclopropane nitro compounds  3.95 124 
1-nitrobutane nitro compounds  3.61 129 
2-methyl-2-nitropropane nitro compounds  3.74 131 
nitrobenzene nitro compounds  4.22 123 
1-chloro-2-nitrobenzene nitro compounds  4.64 123 
1-chloro-3-nitrobenzene nitro compounds  3.73 123 
1-chloro-4-nitrobenzene nitro compounds  2.83 123 
1-fluoro-4-nitrobenzene nitro compounds  2.87 123 
1,3-dihydroxy-2-nitrobenzene nitro compounds  2.331 132 
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Table 6. Root-mean square (RMS) errors (in debyes) between experimental gas-phase dipole moments and density dipole moments 
calculated at different levels of theory 

Methoda hydrazines N-N azoles nitro compounds all compounds WRMS Errorb 

mPW1PW91/MIDI! 0.35 0.36 0.45 0.43 0.39 
mPW1PW91/6-31G(d) 0.26 0.23 0.24 0.24 0.25 
mPW1PW91/6-31+G(d) 0.25 0.20 0.42 0.37 0.29 
mPW1PW91/6-31+G(d,p) 0.21 0.20 0.41 0.37 0.27 
mPW1PW91/6-311+G(d,p) 0.17 0.20 0.38 0.34 0.25 
mPW1PW91/6-311++G(d,p) 0.19 0.20 0.38 0.34 0.26 
mPW1PW91/MG3Sc 0.11d 0.23d 0.29 0.26 0.21 
mPW1PW91/MG3S(+O)e 0.11d 0.23d 0.26 0.24 0.20 
mPWB95/MG3S(+O)e 0.12 0.29 0.26 0.26 0.23 
B3LYP/MG3S(+O)e 0.14 0.22 0.30 0.27 0.22 
B3PW91/MG3S(+O)e 0.10 0.23 0.25 0.23 0.19 
B97-1/MG3S(+O)e 0.15 0.23 0.28 0.26 0.22 
B97-2/MG3S(+O)e 0.10 0.24 0.24 0.22 0.19 
B98/MG3S(+O)e 0.18 0.22 0.29 0.27 0.23 
mPWPW91/MG3S(+O)e 0.12 0.28 0.26 0.25 0.22 
BLYP/MG3S(+O)e 0.10 0.26 0.32 0.29 0.23 
HCTH/MG3S(+O)e 0.18 0.30 0.22 0.23 0.23 
aDensity dipole moments calculated using wave function and optimized geometry for the level of theory in this row 
bWeighted root-mean square (WRMS) error; calculated as the average value of the RMS error for each of the three subclasses of 
molecules in the density dipole test set 
cThis is the method used to calculate accurate density dipole moments for the nitramines 
dThe MG3S and MG3S(+O) basis sets are equivalent for molecules that do not contain O 
eMG3S(+O) basis set used, where the (+O) denotes that the MG3S basis set has been augmented with diffuse functions for O taken 
from the aug-cc-PVTZ basis set 
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Table 7. Root-mean square (RMS) errors (in debyes) for 
CM3.1 using HF/MIDI! broken down by functional group 

type of compound No.a RMS Error 

inorganic compounds 6 0.31 
alcohols, phenol 13 0.14 
ethers 11 0.18 
aldehydes 5 0.13 
ketones 11 0.27 
carboxylic acids 9 0.31 
esters 6 0.13 
other C, H, O compounds 12 0.26 
aliphatic amines, aniline 13 0.36 
aromatic nitrogen heterocycles 11 0.28 
nitriles 12 0.20 
imines 6 0.53 
other C, H, N compounds 14 0.18 
amides and phenylurea 17 0.11 
nitrohydrocarbons 5 0.17 
non-nitramine bifunctionals 11 0.21 
nitramines 14 0.21 
all polar compounds in CM3.1 training set 176 0.24b 
aNumber of data in the training set for this row 
bMean unsigned error = 0.19 debyes 
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Table 8. Partial atomic charges for γ-HNIW 

      
   ChElPG 
      

Atom CM3 a CM3.1b mPW1PW91/MIDI! mPW1PW91/MG3S HF/6-31G(d,p) c 

H(1) 0.148 0.159 0.111 0.136 0.112 
H(2) 0.149 0.161 0.104 0.151 0.118 
H(3) 0.143 0.151 0.173 0.202 0.183 
H(4) 0.144 0.153 0.149 0.187 0.201 
H(5) 0.148 0.160 0.085 0.106 0.081 
H(6) 0.147 0.158 0.106 0.119 0.095 
Average 0.147 0.157 0.121 0.150 0.132 
S.D.d  0.002 0.004 0.030 0.035 0.045 
      
C(1) 0.197 0.221 0.190 0.162 0.257 
C(2) 0.209 0.234 0.141 -0.035 0.183 
C(3) 0.220 0.249 -0.074 -0.223 0.020 
C(4) 0.215 0.243 0.123 0.000 0.089 
C(5) 0.206 0.232 0.441 0.441 0.548 
C(6) 0.202 0.227 0.270 0.287 0.368 
Average 0.208 0.234 0.182 0.105 0.244 
S.D.  0.008 0.009 0.156 0.219 0.176 
      
N(1) -0.319 -0.313 -0.238 -0.096 -0.197 
N(3) -0.293 -0.286 -0.240 -0.074 -0.358 
N(5) -0.297 -0.295 -0.276 -0.133 -0.327 
N(7) -0.303 -0.295 -0.390 -0.302 -0.392 
N(9) -0.295 -0.286 -0.515 -0.471 -0.578 
N(11) -0.308 -0.301 -0.330 -0.258 -0.235 
Average -0.303 -0.296 -0.331 -0.222 -0.348 
S.D.  0.009 0.009 0.098 0.139 0.123 
      
N(2) 0.414 0.250 0.643 0.638 0.681 
N(4) 0.423 0.266 0.692 0.679 0.787 
N(6) 0.414 0.258 0.656 0.634 0.755 
N(8) 0.417 0.254 0.703 0.704 0.754 
N(10) 0.420 0.258 0.760 0.752 0.844 
N(12) 0.413 0.251 0.683 0.689 0.697 
Average 0.417 0.256 0.690 0.683 0.753 
S.D.  0.004 0.005 0.037 0.040 0.054 
      
O(1) -0.229 -0.170 -0.316 -0.344 -0.363 
O(2) -0.225 -0.164 -0.320 -0.350 -0.369 
O(3) -0.235 -0.179 -0.336 -0.363 -0.395 
O(4) -0.239 -0.183 -0.334 -0.362 -0.378 
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O(5) -0.248 -0.187 -0.309 -0.322 -0.358 
O(6) -0.253 -0.196 -0.351 -0.381 -0.431 
O(7) -0.230 -0.172 -0.331 -0.363 -0.396 
O(8) -0.228 -0.168 -0.328 -0.355 -0.372 
O(9) -0.230 -0.171 -0.335 -0.358 -0.402 
O(10) -0.231 -0.172 -0.344 -0.369 -0.417 
O(11) -0.233 -0.174 -0.330 -0.357 -0.382 
O(12) -0.234 -0.175 -0.334 -0.368 -0.425 
Average -0.235 -0.176 -0.331 -0.358 -0.391 
S.D.  0.002 0.003 0.005 0.006 0.019 
aObtained using mPW1PW91/MIDI! wave function 
bObtained using HF/MIDI! wave function 
cCharges taken from ref. 83 
dStandard deviation 
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Table 9. Selected partial atomic charges for β-HNIW (C2) and 
ε-HNIW (Cs) 

Conformera Atom(s) CM3b ChElPGc 

β-HNIW (C2) C(1,4) 0.207 0.027 
 C(2,5) 0.210 0.156 
 C(3,6) 0.216 -0.080 
ε-HNIW (Cs) C(1) 0.231 -0.054 
 C(2,6) 0.205 0.071 
 C(3,5) 0.224 0.081 
 C(4) 0.187 0.161 
Average  0.211 0.052 
S.D.d  0.014 0.094 
    
β-HNIW (C2) N(1,7) -0.315 -0.100 
 N(3,9) -0.297 -0.232 
 N(5,11) -0.297 -0.207 
ε-HNIW (Cs) N(1,11) -0.320 -0.102 
 N(3,9) -0.296 -0.224 
 N(5,7) -0.287 -0.203 
Average  -0.302 -0.178 
S.D.  0.013 0.061 
aSee Fig. 1 and text for descriptions of various conformers 
bPartial charges obtained using mPW1PW91/MIDI! wave functions 
cPartial charges obtained using mPW1PW91/MG3S wave functions 
dStandard deviation 
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Table 10. Density and ChElPG point-charge-
derived dipole moments obtained from 
mPW1PW91/MG3S wave functions 

Molecule Density ChElPG 

nitramide I (Cs) 3.94 3.91 
nitramide I (C2v) 4.31 4.27 
nitramide II (Cs) 2.97 2.96 
nitramide II (C2v) 3.28 3.30 
DMNA I (Cs) 4.81 4.79 
DMNA I (C2v) 5.04 5.03 
DMNA II (Cs) 3.43 3.49 
DMNA II (C2v) 3.69 3.74 
TNAZ (Cs) 0.60 0.53 
RDX I (Cs) 5.97 5.98 
RDX II (C3v) 7.19 7.10 
γ-HNIW 1.56 1.55 
β-HNIW (C2) 0.31 0.37 
ε-HNIW (Cs) 2.56 2.50 
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Table 11. Generalized Born polarization energies in nitromethane (ε = 36.562) for nitramines, calculated using partial atomic charges 
obtained in different ways 

 polarization energya 
 MIDI! Basis Set   

   Löwdin  ChElPG ChElPG (MG3S Basis Set) 
          

Moleculeb CM3c CM3.1d mPW1PW91 HF  mPW1PW91 HF mPW1PW91 HF 

nitramide I (Cs) -8.48 -8.60 -6.00 -7.44  -8.54 -10.40 -9.57 -11.10 
nitramide I (C2v) -9.31 -9.63 -6.87 -8.40  -9.22 -11.04 -10.90 -12.35 
nitramide II (Cs) -6.65 -6.96 -4.13 -5.95  -8.55 -10.91 -9.67 -11.82 
nitramide II (C2v) -6.61 -6.84 -4.41 -6.18  -8.58 -10.96 -10.95 -11.99 
DMNA I (Cs) -5.92 -5.95 -5.14 -6.26  -5.12 -6.14 -6.65 -7.21 
DMNA I (C2v) -6.41 -6.46 -5.63 -6.80  -5.61 -6.66 -7.36 -7.92 
DMNA II (Cs) -3.91 -4.20 -3.08 -4.56  -4.20 -5.68 -5.12 -6.40 
DMNA II (C2v) -4.55 -4.76 -3.69 -5.29  -4.16 -5.72 -4.91 -6.17 
TNAZ (Cs) -8.21 -7.61 -7.31 -10.86  -8.29 -11.57 -10.95 -13.38 
RDX I (Cs) -10.22 -10.27 -8.87 -12.15  -9.15 -12.12 -12.34 -14.67 
RDX II (C3v) -11.00 -11.33 -9.55 -13.09  -9.08 -11.94 -11.83 -14.08 
γ-HNIW -12.63 -12.43 -11.19 -17.06  -13.43 -19.14 -18.55 -22.91 
β-HNIW (C2) -13.20 -12.99 -11.74 -17.52  -13.64 -19.25 -18.70 -22.92 
ε-HNIW (Cs) -13.69 -13.65 -12.24 -18.19  -13.92 -19.59 -19.04 -23.31 

          
RMS difference 0.26 3.36  3.26 2.47 
aIn kcal/mol.  All of the polarization energies in this table depend on the values of the Coulomb radii and dkk′ parameters in the Coulomb 
integrals.  In order to make a consistent comparison we used the SM5.43R values [141] for all calculations.  Furthermore, we used 
unrelaxed mPW1PW91/MG3S geometries, and we did not allow any of the solute electronic wave functions to relax in solution 
bSee Fig. 1 and text for descriptions of various conformers 
cPolarization free energies calculated with CM3 gas-phase atomic charges obtained from mPW1PW91/MIDI! wave functions 
dPolarization free energies calculated with CM3.1 gas-phase atomic charges obtained from HF/MIDI! wave functions  
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eFirst, second, third, and fourth values listed are the root-mean square (RMS) differences (in kcal/mol) between polarization free energies 
calculated using CM3 (mPW1PW91/MIDI! wave functions) and CM3.1 (HF/MIDI! wave functions) charges, Löwdin charges (obtained 
using mPW1PW91/MIDI! and HF/MIDI! wave functions), ChElPG charges (obtained using mPW1PW91/MIDI! and HF/MIDI! wave 
functions), and ChElPG charges (obtained using mPW1PW91/MG3S and HF/MG3S wave functions), respectively 
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Table 12.  Various components of the aqueous solvation free energy (in kcal/mol) obtained from full 
SCRF calculations based on CM3 charges, compared to experimental aqueous solvation free energies 

Molecule GP(q gas) ΔGP ΔE GCDSa total expt 

nitromethane -5.57 -2.22 1.20 1.52 -5.07 -3.99 
1-nitropropane -4.12 -1.44 0.78 1.46 -3.32 -3.34 
2-nitropropane -3.98 -1.41 0.77 1.79 -2.83 -3.14 
nitrobenzene -3.90 -1.55 0.88 1.54 -3.03 -4.11 
1,3-dinitrobenzene -5.55 -2.22 1.25 2.22 -4.30 -5.46 
1,3,5-trinitrobenzene -6.74 -1.79 0.96 2.92 -4.65 -5.57 
2,4,6-trinitrotoluene (TNT) -6.01 -1.44 0.77 2.97 -3.71 -6.62 
2-amino-4,6-diinitrotoluene -7.96 -3.42 1.95 1.63 -7.80 -9.24 
RDX -10.63 -6.30 3.57 -0.36 -13.72 -12.22 

       
MSE     0.58  
MUE     1.16  
aCalculated using parameters developed for use with CM3/mPW1PW91/MIDI! partial atomic charges 
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Table 13. Solvation prefactors, based on full SCRF 
calculations with CM3 charges 

Molecule f f ′ 

nitromethane 1.40 0.54 
1-nitropropane 1.35 0.54 
2-nitropropane 1.35 0.55 
nitrobenzene 1.40 0.57 
1,3-dinitrobenzene 1.40 0.56 
1,3,5-trinitrobenzene 1.27 0.54 
2,4,6-trinitrotoluene (TNT) 1.24 0.53 
2-amino-4,6-diinitrotoluene 1.43 0.57 
RDX 1.59 0.57 
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Table 14.  Various components of the aqueous solvation free energy (in kcal/mol) calculated using gas-
phase ChElPG/mPW1PW91/MIDI! charges, compared to experimental aqueous solvation free energies 

Molecule GP(q gas) ΔGP ΔE GCDSa total expt 

nitromethane -5.30 -2.11 1.14 1.52 -4.75 -3.99 
1-nitropropane -4.38 -1.53 0.83 1.46 -3.62 -3.34 
2-nitropropane -3.91 -1.39 0.76 1.79 -2.75 -3.14 
nitrobenzene -3.66 -1.45 0.83 1.54 -2.75 -4.11 
1,3-dinitrobenzene -5.68 -2.27 1.28 2.22 -4.45 -5.46 
1,3,5-trinitrobenzene -7.07 -1.88 1.01 2.92 -5.02 -5.57 
2,4,6-trinitrotoluene (TNT) -6.95 -1.67 0.89 2.97 -4.75 -6.62 
2-amino-4,6-diinitrotoluene -8.87 -3.81 2.17 1.63 -8.88 -9.24 
RDX -9.13 -5.41 3.07 -0.36 -11.83 -12.22 

       
MSE     0.54  
MUE     0.77  
aCalculated using parameters developed for use with CM3/mPW1PW91/MIDI! partial atomic charges 
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Table 15.  Various components of the aqueous solvation free energy (in kcal/mol) calculated using gas-
phase ChElPG/mPW1PW91/MG3S charges, compared to experimental aqueous solvation free energies 

Molecule GP(q gas) ΔGP ΔE GCDSa total expt 

nitromethane -6.69 -2.67 1.44 1.52 -6.40 -3.99 
1-nitropropane -5.87 -2.05 1.11 1.46 -5.35 -3.34 
2-nitropropane -5.32 -1.88 1.03 1.79 -4.39 -3.14 
nitrobenzene -4.87 -1.94 1.10 1.54 -4.17 -4.11 
1,3-dinitrobenzene -8.30 -3.32 1.87 2.22 -7.53 -5.46 
1,3,5-trinitrobenzene -10.85 -2.88 1.55 2.92 -9.27 -5.57 
2,4,6-trinitrotoluene (TNT) -10.60 -2.54 1.36 2.97 -8.81 -6.62 
2-amino-4,6-diinitrotoluene -10.86 -4.67 2.66 1.63 -11.24 -9.24 
RDX -12.15 -7.20 4.08 -0.36 -15.63 -12.22 

       
MSE     -2.12  
MUE     2.12  
aCalculated using parameters developed for use with CM3/mPW1PW91/MIDI! partial atomic charges 
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Figure 1.  Molecular structures of conformers in the nitramine test set 
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Figure 2. γ-HNIW; atom labels are consistent with Tables 8 and 9 
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